
A Deeper Journey
A Deeper Journey is designed for those who would like a guide that supports self-study and self-reflection related to a teaching topic. 

Message Date: March 10, 2013     Message Title: Won’t You Be My Neighbor?

Review Luke 10:25-37.  What do you notice?

Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood was a popular children’s show from 1968 until 2001. Mr. Rogers invited kids of all ages into his 
neighborhood. What a neighborhood! It was not a tech savvy neighborhood – it was full of puppets. But, it was a 
neighborhood that welcomed new neighbors. I wonder what Mister Rogers thought of his neighborhood. Did he get tired of 
his costume? Did he get sick of sweaters and loafers? 

No. Mr. Rogers liked his neighborhood – and we like Mr. Rogers and his neighborhood. Our study today takes us into a 
neighborhood. And, Jesus is going to tell us today who our neighbors are and how we should treat them. 

In which neighborhood do we live? Who is in your neighborhood? Who do you consider your neighbors and your friends? 
What do you have in common? 
 Have you ever had a “difficult” neighbor? One who is not easy to communicate with – who has attitudes or rules that
 don’t sit comfortable with you? Describe your relationship with neighbors that are “easy” and neighbors who are 
 “difficult.” 

In a tough neighborhood, people are used and abused. (Luke 10: 30-34) Attacked -  (surrounded); stripped and beat up  
(plagues), v. 34 – wounds – (trauma) In this story, the robbers saw the man as someone to be used, abused for their own 
pleasure. The priest (the religious leader) and the temple assistant (one who attended church regularly) both walked by the 
man left for dead, passing him by. 

 You only have to venture as far as YouTube to find videos of the common man, not only passing by someone in 
 need, but standing to gawk. People will even video the situation without helping. What is that all about? Are we so 
 disconnected with each other or desensitized that we don’t notice when there is one who is in need of our 
 assistance or our attention? In what ways do we stand by and gawk at others in their circumstances? In what

situations is it easier stand and gawk instead of assist when we are able to do so? 

Look closely at verses 31-32. Jesus is making a statement about the religious leaders and those who consider 
themselves religious. In religious settings, it gets really easy to begin avoiding certain people and situations 
entirely – ignoring them as if they are not even there.  (Luke 10:31-32)
 
 Think through topics and needs that are easier to ignore in our society and in our world. What are the ones that you
 wish did not exist? What trauma and hurting is hard for you to attend to? 

 Are there other issues that hit too close to home? 

 Are there situations that feel like “a slippery slope” where if you compromise to associate with those that engage in
 specific behaviors or have life experiences that are vastly different from yours, it might compromise your own faith
 or behavior? 



Jesus uses this story to begin making a point about His neighborhood and how it is different from the traditional 
“religious” neighborhood. He makes it clear that in His neighborhood, people are loved. (Luke 10:27) He goes so 
far as to say, “Love your neighbor as yourself.”  
 What does Jesus mean by “love your neighbor as yourself?” How do we live that out? How does it change the way
 we act toward others? 

The religious leader stood up to test Jesus, asking Him, “Teacher, what should I do to inherit eternal life?” (vs. 25)
 Why do you think Jesus doesn’t tell the man to say the “sinner’s prayer?” 

Now look at vs. 29. The man wanted to justify his actions, so he asked Jesus, “And who is my neighbor?” 
Do we do that same thing? Do we want to draw lines about who we have to love? 

So, who does Jesus say is our neighbor? 

As we started today, we acknowledged that there are “easy” people in our lives and “difficult” people – and then 
there are the people that we avoid all together. So, which of those does Jesus consider our neighbor? Who are we 
to love? 

 Now think through and ask yourself this question, “In my neighborhood (this new definition of your neighborhood,
 not just your physical neighborhood), how neighborly am I?”

 The man in this story was attempting to figure out how little he could love people and still be OK with God. Don’t 
 we often do the same thing? Take a moment and pray through who God wants to change your heart and attitude
 toward. Who do you need to love and pay attention to in your world? 

Have you ever had this happen? You are thinking: “They don’t worship the same way we do. They don’t believe the same 
way we do. In fact, I’m not sure they believe Truth! Their actions and attitudes are wrong. They are messed up!” Then, 
Jesus steps in and shows that the person you have framed in your mind as awful, despicable, and horrible is actually the 
hero in a situation. Has Jesus ever told you, “You are wrong about those people”? “You are wrong about that person”? 
That’s exactly what He did in this story. He told the religious leaders and attenders that they were wrong about Samaritans. 
 *Bonus exercise: Research the social, cultural, and religious divide between Jews and Samaritans of that time. 
 What did you find? That divide was a pretty significant one, wasn’t it?

So, what is Jesus telling us today? 

We must be ready to be told that we are wrong about people. 

We also need to be told that we do not have the corner on “goodness.” We are not the only ones who are connected into 
good works. Don’t you hate it when non-Christians are the ones who are helping others and they show the Christians up? 
Jesus is saying, “Phillip, you have got to be very careful in judging others.” 

There are many times that someone I didn’t expect will teach me something. And, many times, I may be uncomfortable with 
what they are teaching me – because it is coming from that person. 
  Have you ever had that happen? Have you ever been uncomfortable with learning a lesson because of who you
 were learning it from? What happened? 
 



The next questions we need to ask ourselves is: Am I ready to be a neighbor? What does it take to be a good neighbor? 
 What do you need to start doing and changing in your life to be the neighbor that God is calling you to be? What will
 it take? 

Jesus erased the line between Jews and Samaritans – everyone is your neighbor. That’s pretty profound. How does this 
apply to The Venues? What do we need to learn collectively through what Jesus says here? 

We want to know where God is showing you a need, where you see God working, and where you see that we need to plug 
in and work alongside Him. We deeply desire to be a church that is neighborly.  

Once again, Jesus surprises us. He places high value on a group of people that in that day held little or no value – 
Samaritans. He turns the value system of that day upside down. Jesus opens His arms to those different than the religious 
of that day. 

Church is for all. Who can participate in His church? Therefore, who can participate in our church?

Church is neighborly. Do we ignore the needs in front of us or respond to them? 

Prayer Focus
Father God, this week we continue to see how You value the groups that our society doesn’t value. You stretch who we are 
willing to love and accept. God, it is pretty uncomfortable to go as far as You go with this concept – as far as You are asking 
us to go with this concept. Give us Your heart. Give us Your eyes. Show us where You want us investing our time, our 
money, our focus. Show us how to value people in the way that You value them. Teach us how to link arms as a 
congregation and bless others, especially those that we are not used to seeing. Shape our hearts and minds to the point 
that we are sensitive to what you are showing us in our community and in our world. Help us to be sensitive to where You 
are working and join You in work there. Prepare our hearts and minds for the work You are growing in The Venues. Give us 
a more complete picture of Your vision for this church and this venture into knowing You more and serving You more each 
day. 

Get ready! Beginning on March 24th, our K-6th grade program rolls into effect. That means that the Deeper Journey 
will expand to have a family focus section beginning on that day too. So, look forward to the family connection and 
start planning for setting aside special time as a family to learn and grow together! And, don’t forget to cover the 
start-up of the children’s ministry in prayer  -- prayer for connection, purpose, FUN, and solid teaching. 


